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Abstract. The use of ultrasonic testing machines with a rotating water jacket 
(ROWA) has proven to be very reliable for testing the wall thickness and detecting 
Lamination (LAM) and Round Bottom Grooves (RBG). One major advantage of the 
well-established and widely-spread testing machine is the fact that no moving 
mechanical parts are necessary. This allows a vastly reduced maintenance effort 
together with a very compact design.  
 The advance of the existing ROWA testing technology is based on the new 
USIP|xx electronics which provides considerable improvements to existing 
performance parameters (e.g. throughput speed and test-shot distance) and 
additionally allows the determination of geometrical cross section values of tubes. 
 The simultaneous and parallel operation of all single phased array probe 
elements is to be highlighted as the core improvement of the newly integrated 
electronics. After the acquisition cycle (digitization of the entire evaluation area) 
various measurements and evaluations are performed in subcycles. 
 These measurements are mainly time of flight measurements of the water delay 
path and the wall thickness together with the calculation of the external and internal 
tube diameter (DE/DI), eccentricity (EX) and ovality (OV). 
 Additional evaluation is done on Lamination (LAM) and Round Bottom 
Groove (RBG). 
 Together with the described working cycle an increase of the pulse repetition 
frequency (PRF) for the virtual probes comes along. The increased PRF results in a 
shorter radial pulse distance and a reduced axial test track width while the testing 
speed is increased to 2 m/s and beyond. 
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1. Introduction 

Phased-Array Technology (PAT) for ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) is a well-
established technology in the industrial sector. ROWA systems have been established as 
state-of-the art solutions for a variety of applications worldwide. The introduction of new 
standards and increased demands regarding the performance of these systems requires an 
appropriate upgrade in order to be competitive with these challenges. For this reason, the 
new electronics platform USIP|xx has been introduced. This article contains a description 
of the basic setup of the UT testing system and the USIP|xx platform. 

2. Basic setup 

2.1 Ultrasonic testing machines with rotating water jacket 

 
Figure 1: Main setup (left) and functional principle (right) of a ROWA system 

Ultrasonic testing machines with rotating water jacket (ROWA-WT) mainly consist of two 
rings equipped with Phased-Array probes thus covering the full circumference of the tube 
(see Figure 1). While the probes are fixed, the rotating water jacket is obtained by water 
injection at different radial positions placed between both rings.   

 
Table 1: Typical diameter range for the different ROWA types of the GE portfolio 

There are different sizes of ROWA systems covering in total a range from 30 mm up to 460 
mm (see Table 1). The machines are well established and reliable state-of-the art systems 
for wall thickness measurements as well as lamination and round bottom groove detection. 
With the new electronics platform USIP|xx it is possible to offer extended features such as 
geometry measurements (eccentricity, outer diameter, inner diameter, ovality). 
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2.2 New electronics platform USIP|xx 

The new electronics platform USIP|xx implemented in the new generation of ROT and 
ROWA systems is a scalable, slot-card based architecture (see Figure 2) with an Ethernet 
connection [1] to the control PC. The ATCA rack standard [2] allows extremely high 
internal data rates of up to 5 Gb/s. Control and data processing for the ultrasonic probes 
connected are performed by PA64 modules.  Each PA64 module can operate up to 64 
transducers (Rx/Tx) in parallel. It offers a fully digital amplifier design with a resolution of 
20 bit per channel and a high dynamics of up to 24 bit. For each evaluation channel five 
independent gates are available. The box controller board (BCON) provides three Interbus 
connections for easy PLC integration, an I/O interface for e.g. light barrier, mechanical 
strobe (encoders), alarms or other control signals. Besides board-to-board synchronization 
it can also be used for the system clock generation (PRF).  

 
Figure 2: Main hardware components of new electronics platform USIP|xx 

3. General features for testing 

3.1 Phased-Array technology  

Phased-Array probes consist of an array of ultrasonic transducer elements that can be 
combined to virtual probes both on the transmitter and the receiver side. The USIP|xx 
electronics platform enables the adjustment of start position and virtual probe size 
according to the application.  
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Figure 3: Illustration of Phased-Array technology features: Sound emission with steering angle (b), detection of incident 

oblique waves (b) and electronic focusing (c) 

By means of different pulser delays for the array elements it possible to create an ultrasonic 
sound beam with an oblique emission angle (steering angle) or to modify the field of the 
sound beam (electronic focusing). In a similar way it is possible to detect sound waves with 
an oblique angle by means of receiver delays. Figure 3 illustrates the features mentioned 
above. 

3.2 Multiple evaluations in one test cycle 

With the USIP|xx electronics platform a multiple evaluation can be performed after one 
single acquisition in up to 8 parallel processing channels per PA64 module. In this way the 
total count of virtual probes can be increased significantly. As a consequence, an enlarged 
number of different testing features can be covered with higher effective pulse repetition 
frequency and optimized virtual probe overlap. 
 
After acquisition the individual receiver signals are digitized and evaluated according to the 
given configuration (“acquisition cycle”). Moreover, all data within the measurement 
window are stored. In subsequent steps (“subcycles”) partial sections of this data can be 
selected and re-used for additional evaluations with other boundary conditions without a 
new acquisition (replay method). An illustration of such acquisition-subcycling scheme is 
shown exemplarily in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4: Cycle scheme for wall-thickness measurements with a phased array probe (example). With one acquisition it is 

possible to extract wall thickness values (WT) and to perform lamination test (LAM) with two different resolutions. 

4. Applications of USIP|xx Phased-Array technology  

With the new electronics platform it is possible to implement geometry measurements also 
for ROWA systems. Therefore, opposing virtual probes are combined to GEO pairs. Due to 
the large number of virtual probes a very high resolution is obtained along the tube´s 
circumference. In order to counter-balance systematic effects a calibration is performed 
before the test procedure thus measuring the effective probe distance XPD of each pair. The 
water temperature is measured precisely in order to compensate changes of the water delay 
path according to the different sound velocity.  

 

 

Figure 5: Concept for geometry measurements of the outer and inner diameter with ROWA systems 

 
After calibration, the outer an inner diameter (OD and ID) for each of the pairs can be 
extracted based on the measured water delay paths WP and the wall thicknesses WT. An 
illustration of this method is shown in Figure 5. Extended geometry measurements are 
shown in Figure 6. The eccentricity for each GEO pair results from the difference of the 
measured WT values. The ovality for the inner and outer diameter is obtained as 
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summarized information of all GEO pairs around circumference taking into account the 
minimum and maximum OD and ID values, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Extended geometry measurements: Ovality and Eccentricity 

5. Conclusion 

The implementation of the innovative high-end electronics platform USIP|xx in 
combination with Phased-Array technology offers so far unique possibilities to increase the 
testing capabilities of ROWA systems. Besides the sole improvement of performance 
parameters such as throughput speed, reproducibility (pulse density) and sensitivity (virtual 
probe size and overlap) it also renders the introduction of new testing features to the 
system. 
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